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1. Ergonomic design folds neatly up against wall.

2. High quality, high strength materials and finishes.

3. Compact size suitable for all shower sizes.

4.Over 150kg capacity when installed into brick/masonry or 

multiple wall studs. 

5.AS1428.1 Approved for ambulant bathrooms tested to 

150kg.

6. Gun metal, brushed gold and brushed bronze colours are 

PVD coated for long term durability.

FeaturesSKU 

CHROME

NRCR0003CH

MATTE BLACK

NRCR0003MB

BRUSHED NICKEL

NRCR0003BN

GUN METAL

NRCR0003GM

BRUSHED GOLD

NRCR0003BG

BRUSHED BRONZE

NRCR0003BZ

WARNING:

These seats are designed to be mounted onto wall studs or masonry walls. Installation is recommended to be completed by qualified 

trades person who complies with the AS 1428.1-2009 design for access and mobility standard. 

It is recommended rail location is determined by a qualified occupational therapist or trained professional to the AS 1428.1-2009 

standard. Correct installation is required to ensure safe, long term operation. Incorrect mounting can result in reduced capacity of 

the rail which can result in injury to user and damage to the wall. 



Installation InstructionInstallation Instruction

Cautions

1: Please confirm whether the wall is a load-bearing before drilling;

2: Before drilling, please confirm whether there is a water pipe at the hole position;

3: Check whether the product accessories are complete before installation;

4: Make sure the drill bit is 10mm in size.

5: Make sure the hole depth is 6.5cm

6: The recommended height from floor to top of seat is about 470-480mm.

2.Firstly, drill 6 holes on the wall based on the screw holes of our 

shower seat (with a drill bit of 10mm and a hole depth of 6.5cm). 

Apply silicon to the hole and use a hammer to knock the nylon bolt 

cap into the hole on the wall.

3. Place the shower seat on the wall，align the screw holes with 

the wall holes,and then tighten the screws with a socket wrench.

4. Cover the base cover tightly.

5. After installation, fold up the seat when not to use it and unfold it 

when to use.

1. Ensure wall is suitable for installing the shower seat before you 

begin installation.

Place wall fixing plate on wall in correct position and mark out holes. 

Tips: Recommend height from floor to top of seat is 470-480mm. 

Then recommend height from floor to wall fixing plate is 453-

463mm,  refer to left picture.
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